We present a method for comparing shapes of grayscale images in noisy circumstances. By establishing correspondences in a new image with a shape model, we can estimate a transformation between the new region and the model. Using a cost function for deviations from the model, we can rank resulting shape matches.
to solve a different problem, their work is similar to ours.
Distinct Region Detectors
We surveyed a number of difference techniques to find distinct regions in images. Our goal in picking a region detector is twofold. First, we need to identify enough regions to build a resonable model of shape (and correspondingly hope that they cover a significant portion of the image). Second, we need a region detector that is consistant in identifying features across common imaging transformations including scale, rotation and translation.
We can divide common region detectors into two categories: those that detect circles and those that detect ellipses. In 3D imagery, ellipses are helpful because they provide an affine description of the region. Of the detectors that we could easily find in the literatue, only [10] detected affine regions. Using this detector on our fluid mixing images produced a small number of regions -in some cases not a single response in our query region. Since our method requires a larger number of regions, and our images are 2D and don't require affine information, we elected to not pursue this method further. Figure 1 shows a comparison between the two methods that we focus on: Scale Saliency [4] and difference of gaussians [6] . Scale Saliency works by looking for regions where the distribution of grayscale values is somewhat unique to that scale. The difference of gaussians effectively involves convolving the image with a difference of two gaussians: one with a larger variance and one with a smaller variance. Then regions are selected as extrema in the scale and translational spaces. Figure 2 shows the effect that additive white gaussian noise has on the Scale Saliency distinct region detector.
In the noisier images the detector produced significantly more regions. To the first order, more detections are better: more possiblities to search over, less chance that a region is missed entirely.
Orientation Assignment
After the distinct region have been selected, they are intrinsically described by a local coordinate system with a well-defined scale and translation. However, we also desire rotation invariance. Instead of using a rotation invariant descriptor, following the work of Lowe [6] we will estimate the rotation (term used almost interchangeably with orientation). Specifically, to do this, we compute image gradient estimates for each pixel in the local region and then using linear weights place them into the two closest bins in a 36 bin histogram.
To select the orientation, we select the bin with the largest value and use a quadratic regression to find the orientation to sub bin accuracy. However, this method isn't robust. If a region has two dominant directions, then small variations will cause the orientation to vary widely. Instead, after picking the dominant orientation, we search for other orientations that have a bin value of at least 80% of the maximum and report these as separate orientations. For the rest of this paper, we will regard these alternate orientations as additional distinct regions. Our experiments suggest that lowering this threshold may be beneficial, since the orientation estimate 
Feature Descriptors
The feature descriptor that we use for this paper is the SIFT descriptor [6] . A recent comparison of local region descriptors showed that the SIFT descriptors are highly reliable [7] . The SIFT descriptors are a lower dimensional representation of an image region that is robust to common imaging artifacts.
The SIFT descriptors are computed using a histogram of image gradients. Figure 3 
Method
Our method for shape analysis relies on using a small number of descriptors to estimate a geometric transformation. The basic procedure for our method is outlined in psuedo-code in Figure 4 .
The input is a box around a region of interest and the output is a list of regions that contain similar shapes, each with a corresponding shape score. Our shape score contains two terms: a descriptor cost term c d and a geometry term c g . The descriptor cost term depends only on the two sets of descriptors. Because the ordering of the SIFT descriptors seems to be a better indication of similarity than the relative distance, we adopt a descriptor cost based on p ij , the index of descriptor j in the sorted list of features similar to descriptor i. Using K d as an arbitrary constant and C as the set of correspondences (i, j), our descriptor cost is:
In turn, the transformation cost depends on three separate costs: translation, rotation and scale. Our transformation is a matrix A that consists of a rotation(A r ), translation and scale(A s ) change between the source and target shape. The translation cost is the error in predicting locations. Using x i as the location, r i as the orientation and s i as the scale of descriptor i:
Combining all of these costs, we get a shape cost:
Finding and describing features
Following the description in the previous section, we try out two separate tools to find distinct regions: Difference of Gaussians [6] and Scale Saliency [4] . Each of these detectors produces an (x,y) location and a radius -effectively describing a circular region.
After finding the features, we follow the procedure of Lowe: estimate an orientation and describe the local region using a histogram of image gradients. Details can be found in [6] . Empirically we have found that the orientation estimate is somewhat unreliable, and correspondingly set the threshold for multiple orientations lower.
Searching for features
The SIFT descriptors emit a 128 dimensional vector that describes the local region. Our basic search strategy is to search through the entire database of features for ones that are similar to ones in our region of interest.
Specifically, we search for the K most similar regions for the N largest features in the input region.
Depending on experiment size, we typically chose K to be 50 and N to be 5. In other words, for the 5 largest features we picked the 50 closest matches to be candidate locations for a similar shape.
The goal of this stage is a wide net that will capture all similar shapes. It doesn't need to be very accurate, but it shouldn't miss many similar items. Empirical evidense suggests that on this problem size, these numbers are large enough.
Computing a rough transform
Since each of the local regions come with a local coordinate system, one can estimate translation, rotation and scale changes simply based on a single feature correspondence. While this estimate of local coordinate system is not particularly accurate, it is just a initial estimate.
Finding other matches
The shape comparison relies on having a group of features in correspondence between the query region and the result region. So far, we have computed the similarity simply based on a single correspondence. To compute a larger number of correspondences in the same region, we compute the correspondence cost on a per descriptor basis. Since the number of descriptors at small sizes increases dramatically, we limit the minimum size of the descriptors that can match. Finally, we pick the local M matches with the smallest cost and denote the correspondence as C. In order to match regions, the first step is to match features using the SIFT descriptors. Searching using SIFT descriptors tends to produce good results in common situations [7] . The column on the left are the query descriptors and the columns on the right are the top three matches.
Recomputing the transformation
Using the labeled correspondence C between descriptors in the query region and the target region, we recompute the transformation in order to get a more accurate shape score. To compute the transformation, we minimize the geometric cost term by running gradient descent, with the unknown variable effectively being the transformation A. However, since the space of legitimate transformations is smaller than the space of all matrices A, we run gradient descent on 4 parameters: rotation, scale and two translation terms. In most cases, gradient descent significantly improves our results over the initial estimate.
One could imagine iterating between the neighborhood descriptor searching and the computation of the transformation to produce an even better result. At this point in time, these tests have not been run.
Computing and sorting the score
Finally, once the correspondence between descriptors C has been selected and the transformation A has been solved for, we can compute a score for each possible region matchusing equation 5. Once all of the scores have been computed, we can sort the results in several different forms. First, we can try to compare two regions, and give a comparison score as the best match of the first region in the second region. Alternatively, if we were searching for a similar shape, we could order the results as the most similar shapes.
Experiments
In order to gauge the effectiveness of this method of shape matching, we run a number of experiments, trying this technique in various settings to estimate how well it responds to different types of image alterations.
The goal of this technique is not to be invariant to geometric transformations or the addition of noise, but rather to be robust to these alterations. A warped image of fluids mixing is not the same as an unwarped image.
Rather, the two images are similar. Instead, we look for graceful degredation: as the degree of the alteration increases, the metric should report a larger and larger disparity score.
However, a warped image should be still be similar to the original image -more similar than other unrelated images. To judge this, we search over a database of fluid images, showing that the best results come from similar images.
Geometry Based Experiments
In the first batch of experiments, we look for graceful degredation of the shape score with respect to simple geometric transformations. Specifically, we artificially modify the images by shrinking them in the x and y directions separately. We use this as a simple comparison case and find that the Scale Saliency distinct region detector outperforms the Difference of Gaussians. In the Scale Saliency case, the results are as expected: images with smaller transformations produces smaller shape dissimilarity scores. Results are shown in Figure 6 .
Search Based Experiments
Another way to test the validity of our shape model is to search for similar shapes. In the database of 9 images that we have, we searched on a small region in one image to find other similar regions. As shown in Figure   7 , using Difference of Gaussians as a region detector, the top two matches are the most similar regions in the dataset.
Noise Based Experiments
Ideally, a shape dissimilarity score not only responds well to geometric change, but also to addition of noise.
We consider this to specifically be a strong point of our method in reference to other shape methods that use techniques like the medial axis transform. Again, results are pleasing and illustrated in Figures 8 and 9 . Note that the parameter settings on the shape dissimilarity score are different from the experiments in the geometry section and don't align perfectly.
(a) (b) Figure 6 : In order to test our model of shape, we 'query' using the top image and then look for results in manually transformed images. The first row of images are shrunk in the vertical direction, while the second row is shrunk in the horizontal direction (by 10%, 20% and 30% respectively). Ideally, the images with smaller transformations will have lower scores (shown above the image). (a) was generated using Difference of Gaussians while (b) uses Scale Saliency. 
Discussion
Our shape score algorithm is successful on this dataset -it is robust to geometric deformations and noise.
Furthermore, it is invariant to translation, rotation and scaling. While untested, we claim that it is also robust to occlusion -since there is no requirement about continuity. This is in strong contrast to previous work on shape that requires contiguous shapes, presented as black and white images.
However, despite the strong aspects of our work, we should note some shortcomings. First, our algorithm is somewhat sensitive to choices in parameters -how many regions to search for and how many to match.
Ideally, we would like to develop an automatic way to set these numbers. Correspondingly, it would be useful to emphasize the area that the distinct regions cover in the shape. More area would indicate a better match.
The weakest part of this work is probably the use of SIFT descriptors. These descriptors are highly descriminative, but don't deal well with similar, though not identical regions. We tried to remedy this by using the ranking of the descriptors rather than the distances, but feel a stronger method would work better. Shape context [1] is a good possibility here. Alternatively, one could imagine using thresholds to limit the SIFT distances.
Finally, since the feature correspondence is solved in a simple manner, the correspondence is not one-to-one.
Some features are doubled matched -an obvious error in logic. More advanced techniques could fix this.
